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This publication is for general information only and is not intended to be advice to any specific person. You are recommended to seek competent professional 
advice before taking or refraining from taking any action on the basis of the contents of this publication. The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) does not 
regulate tax advice, so it is outside the investment protection rules of the Financial Services and Markets Act and the Financial Services Compensation 
Scheme. This publication represents our understanding of the Finance Bill and the law and HM Revenue & Customs practice as at 2 January 2024.
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PLANNING THE LONGEST HOLIDAY OF YOUR LIFE 

There comes a time when you stop working for your money 
and put your money to work for you. For most people, that is at 
retirement. 

The decisions you make then could have repercussions for 
the rest of your life, and in recent years there have been some 
major changes to the retirement choices you can make with 
your pensions. 

This guide will help you understand the key issues and decisions 
that will affect your income after retirement.

Please note that all examples included in this guide are 
fictitious.



Setting goals for  
your retirement
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pension and other pension entitlements that have built up 
over the years, perhaps from several employers.  

 ● You probably also own your home, which may now be larger 
than you really need, and you could possibly use some of 
its value to boost your retirement income. Equity release 
will reduce the value of your estate and can affect your 
eligibility for means tested benefits.

Your income needs may also evolve over time. For example, 
in the early years of retirement if you continue working part-
time you may need to draw less than the full potential income 
from your pensions and other investments for a while. Or your 
income needs could start relatively high and then reduce as 
you get older, before rising again. 

This could happen if you have an active but non-working early 
retirement with relatively high-income needs. These may fall 
as you get out and about less, before increasing again if it 
turns out that you need care. You may also have to deal with 
unexpected events, such as illness or an accident, which could 
affect your ability to work, or lead you to need more income at 
short notice.

The decisions you make when you retire should take these 
possibilities into account. You might also want to consider how 
to minimise the inheritance tax (IHT) on your estate.

Inheritance tax and estate planning is not regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority.

Your retirement could turn out to last considerably longer than 
you think, as the table below shows. 

Retirement may also be starting earlier or later than you 
originally planned. Research shows that 55% of those retiring 
in 2022 had brought forward their retirement date, while 
20% had been forced to accept a delay – a reminder to build 
flexibility into your plans. Your retirement income could come 
from a variety of sources: 

 ● You may continue working and receive earnings on a part-
time basis for a while. Phasing in retirement in this way is 
a growing trend, helped by the expansion of working from 
home.

 ● You probably have several different investments and other 
assets that can provide income in your retirement, and that 
you may perhaps also wish to leave to your family. 

 ● You may have different pensions from different sources 
starting at different times. You are likely to have a state 

How long will your retirement be?

Men Women

Age 
now 

Life 
expectancy 

Chance of 
reaching 
age 100

Life 
expectancy 

Chance of 
reaching 
age 100 

60 85 3.5% 87 6.2%

65 85 3.1% 87 5.6%

Source: Office of National Statistics (ONS). Life expectancy is 
calculated using the 2018–20 data produced by ONS, published 
11 January 2024.

Planning point
Your retirement plan will evolve over time, as your 
circumstances change, so you should make sure 
your plan allows for various outcomes. 
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Take advice
Some decisions you take for your retirement may be 
permanent, for example, if you decide to buy an annuity. 
Others, like the investment of a retirement lump sum, may 
need to be regularly reviewed. 

Making the right investment choices at retirement is so 
important that you owe it to yourself and your family to take 
planning seriously. It is best to start long before your intended 
retirement date, because gathering all the relevant information 
and weighing the various options can be a slow process.

In this guide, the focus is on private pension provision, which 
for many people will be their primary source of retirement 
income. The scope for drawing pension benefits has changed 
significantly in recent years, giving greater flexibility and a 
correspondingly increased need for advice. 

PLANNING ISSUES AT RETIREMENT
Planning at the point of retirement can be more complicated 
than sorting out your finances at other times:

 ● Your investment goals, both for your pensions and other 
assets, may be evolving, with the emphasis moving from 
growth to income.

 ● Your attitude to investment risk and ability to absorb losses 
will probably change once you have no earnings with which 
to cover any investment losses.

 ● Your marginal rate of tax could fall when you stop work, as 
your full-time earnings come to a halt.

 ● You may not be certain about the level of your future 
income if, for example, you are planning to undertake some 
part-time consultancy work.

 ● You may want to pay more attention to inheritance planning 
than you have before. 

 ● Your spending patterns are likely to change with no travel to 
work, and more leisure. 

A good starting point is to estimate what net income you will 
need in retirement by undertaking a long-term, cash-flow 
planning exercise. This cash-flow planning exercise will take 
into account how long you may live, based on anticipated 
lifespans, and also your own health and family history.  

The starting point – your savings schemes
Alongside your state pension entitlement, there are basically 
two types of pension you may hold:  

 ● A defined contribution (DC) pension will typically be 
either a scheme set up by or on behalf of an employer, or a 
personal or stakeholder pension you set up yourself. The DC 
scheme has a fund, 25% of which you can usually draw as a 
tax-free lump sum. The remainder is taxable, whether taken 
as income or as further lump sums.    

 ● A defined benefit (DB) scheme offered by an employer 
(past or present) will provide you with a pension that is 
based on your earnings and how long you have worked for 
the relevant employer. It could also pay you a tax-free lump 
sum, usually in return for a reduced pension. DB schemes 
used to be widespread, but spiralling costs have led to many 
schemes in the private sector being closed and replaced 
with DC schemes.

These two different pension types generally offer very 
different levels of flexibility. Within a DB scheme, you may 
have just one simple choice to make: do you want to exchange 
some of your taxable pension for tax-free cash? You may not 
be able to defer taking your benefits if you have stopped work 
and reached the scheme’s retirement age. If you are below that 
age, you have more options, including the possibility (mainly 
outside the public sector) of a transfer to a DC pension.

Planning point
It is important to have a clear idea of your 
investment and income goals so you can make a 
savings plan that gets you there.
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LEAVING YOUR PENSIONS UNTOUCHED
This may seem an unusual option to contemplate at 
retirement, but for DC schemes it may be a sensible option  
if you have other means to support yourself, at least in the 
initial years. It could be particularly worth considering if the 
value of your fund has fallen. Starting to draw from a fund 
which has suffered a sharp drop in value can have a dramatic 
effect on income sustainability. In such circumstances it can be 
more appropriate to draw capital and income from your non-
pension investments while leaving your pension investments 
undrawn until investment conditions improve.

A delay to the start date of drawing on your pensions can have 
valuable tax advantages:

 ● Within a pension, investment returns are generally free of 
UK income tax and capital gains tax (CGT). 

 ● Payments on death from pensions, whether as a lump sum 
or income, are generally free of IHT and under current 
legislation, if you die before age 75, usually free of income 
tax.

 ● Income tax is only paid when you draw funds from your 
pension. Postponing drawing benefits might help to reduce 
the income tax payable. This could be particularly relevant if 
you have high earned income, e.g. from bonuses, in the tax 
year that you cease work or are phasing in your retirement. 

Many DC pensions will allow you to defer drawing benefits 
indefinitely, but some old arrangements have an upper age 
limit, typically 75. Such restrictions can usually be overcome 
by making a transfer before the age ceiling is reached, though 
you need to be aware that all death benefits after age 75 are 
taxable. For some wealthy individuals, the current treatment 
of pension death benefits has prompted them to make a 
deliberate estate planning decision to leave their pensions 
untouched until death.

In contrast to DB arrangements, DC schemes can, in theory, 
offer extensive flexibility. In practice, much will depend upon 
the individual scheme: it is a fact of pensions that there can 
often be a large gap between what the legislation permits and 
what the scheme provider will allow. This is especially the case 
with older pension arrangements, although again the option of 
a transfer to a new pension will be available, which could then 
provide more flexibility.

Transfer issues
Any decision to transfer a pension before starting to draw 
benefits needs professional advice. In the case of transfers 
from DC arrangements, the factors to consider include:

 ● Will you lose any valuable benefits if you switch 
provider? For example, some old retirement annuities 
(the predecessors of personal pensions) incorporated 
guaranteed annuity rates which are far higher than those 
available in today’s market place. Similarly, you may lose 
bonuses if you transfer before a plan’s maturity date.

 ● What investment funds are available? If your new plan is a 
self-invested personal pension (SIPP), you could have an 
almost unlimited choice, but this may not be necessary to 
meet your objectives. 

 ● How do charges compare? A switch will involve fees and 
ongoing charges in your new arrangement. These need 
to be considered against the costs and lost flexibility that 
come with making no change.

If a transfer is considered from a DB arrangement to a DC 
pension, a new, much greater level of complexity is introduced 
into the comparison, not least because you would be giving up 
safeguarded benefits.  

If you are retiring abroad, the possibility of transferring 
your pensions to an HMRC-recognised offshore pension 
arrangement also needs to be reviewed. Unsurprisingly, this is 
a highly specialist field where advice is essential. 

The decision on whether to transfer is partly related to the next 
major decision: what you do with your pensions in retirement.

Transferring out of a final salary pension scheme is unlikely to 
be in the best interests of most people.

Planning point
If you can afford to, it could be worthwhile 
leaving your pension funds untouched to continue 
receiving the tax advantages for your savings.
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THE CASH DECISION
If you decide to draw on your pension rather than leave it 
untouched, the first thing to consider is the availability of a 
tax-free cash lump sum. For DB arrangements, the options are 
typically:

 ● draw a full pension, all of which is taxable as income, and 
take no lump sum; or

 ● convert (technically ‘commute’) part of your pension into a 
tax-free lump sum and receive a lower pension income.

In many public sector schemes, the cash-and-pension 
combination is automatic and the choice is limited to 
converting part of the pension to bring the total cash up to the 
maximum permitted by HMRC.  

If your DB scheme gives you the choice of trading pension 
income for a lump sum, even though it is tax free, cash may 
not be the best option. The terms on which you will be able 
to exchange some of your pension for cash are often far 
from generous and may more than offset the tax exemption. 
Transferring out of a final salary or DB scheme is unlikely to be 
in the best interests of most people.

The fund built up in a DC pension plan effectively gives you a pot 
of money, and your cash options are somewhat different. You can 
use your fund to provide a tax-free lump sum, usually up to 25% 
of the total fund and capped at £268,275. If you choose to take 
the maximum tax-free lump sum, the remainder of your fund will 
be taxable when you draw on it, whether by regular or one-off 
withdrawals or via an annuity purchase. However, with the right 
structure of benefits, there is no requirement to start taking an 
income when you draw your tax-free cash.

Subject to your scheme’s rules, you do not have to draw all 
your tax-free cash at once and there can be advantages in 
crystallising your pension fund gradually, effectively drawing 
tax-free cash each time you initiate new benefits.

DRAWDOWN AND WITHDRAWALS
You can draw directly from your pension fund as much as you 
like, from nil to your pension plan’s total value. Pension income 
drawdown, as the process is known, has become increasingly 
popular because of the flexibility it offers. However, the level of 
any regular withdrawals must be carefully monitored, as there 
are no guarantees that the fund will be able to pay out an 
income for the rest of your life. In comparison with annuities, 
described below, pension drawdown:

 ● generally provides better death benefits; 

 ● is normally more complicated and costly to administer; and

 ● carries additional risks.

The complexity and risk factors mean that drawdown is not 
suitable for everyone and should only be considered after 
taking advice. In the absence of that all-important advice, 
pension providers now must provide a range of ‘investment 
pathways’ for drawdown funds, based on the client’s 
objectives for their pension pot. Providers must also issue 
specific warnings to those who hold more than 50% of their 
drawdown fund in cash or cash-like investments.

Drawing income will restrict future contributions to DC 
pensions without incurring tax charges, except for ‘capped’ 
drawdown arrangements started before 6 April 2015. The 
money purchase annual allowance (MPAA) for DC pension 
contributions in such circumstances is £10,000. 

EXAMPLE
Cash or pension?

Jane is a member of a public sector pension scheme and 
is reaching her retirement age of 65. Her scheme offers 
her a pension of £20,000 plus a tax-free lump sum of 
£60,000. Alternatively, she can turn part of her pension 
into cash at a commutation rate of £12 of cash for each 
£1 of pension. At the maximum permitted by HMRC, 
this would give her total cash of £107,143 and a reduced 
pension of £16,071.

Jane’s choice is thus between £47,143 in tax-free cash or 
£3,929 in taxable pension. Were she to invest the extra 
tax-free lump sum, she would need a pre-tax return of 
8.33% to provide the same initial income as her forgone 
pension. That investment income would then need to 
rise in line with inflation to match the growth in her 
pension.

As her main interest is income, she decides not to take 
the extra cash.

Planning point
Taking a tax-free lump sum may sound tempting, 
but you should make sure you understand the risks 
involved, and how a withdrawal may affect your 
future income. 
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 ● A large amount of taxable income could take you into a 
higher income tax bracket. 

 ● Once you draw a UFPLS, your future payments to DC 
pensions without tax charges are restricted to the MPAA 
level of £10,000. 

 ● Investing for income outside the pension framework may 
be less tax-efficient than retaining that framework for your 
investments.

 ● The IHT advantages of pensions are lost, as the lump sum 
or any subsequent investment will form part of your taxable 
estate.

Small pots
If you have small defined contribution pension arrangements – 
perhaps an old personal pension or retirement annuity paid up 
many years ago – you may be able to draw their entire value 
as a lump sum, taxed in the same way as the UFPLS. Broadly 
speaking:

 ● you currently need to be at least age 55;

 ● the pre-tax value paid out must not exceed £10,000;

 ● for non-occupational schemes no more than three small 
pots may be cashed in; and

 ● for occupational schemes, any encashment must cover all 
your benefits under the scheme.

A similar option, trivial commutation, exists for occupational 
defined benefit schemes. The rules are subtly different and 
the value limit is £30,000. In some circumstances using these 
rules could allow you to defer drawing on your main pension 
arrangement(s). 

Tax treatment varies according to individual circumstances 
and is subject to change.

Any fund left over when you die while taking drawdown 
income can be used to provide a pension for a dependant or 
someone else nominated by you, or paid out as a lump sum. In 
either case, payments are tax free if you die before age 75, but 
taxable as income in the hands of the beneficiaries if you are 
75 or over at the time of death.  

Whatever you do, you should consider the tax consequences. 
Drawing down a very substantial amount from your fund could 
cause more of your income to be subject to higher rates of 
tax than if you drew smaller amounts each year. Or you might 
be able to adjust your income from other sources so that you 
can take a substantial amount from your pension without an 
especially high tax charge. It is an area where professional 
advice can be beneficial.

Taking fund withdrawals
An alternative to extracting tax-free cash and beginning 
flexible income withdrawals is to take advantage of the 
uncrystallised funds pension lump sum (UFPLS) rules for DC 
schemes. A UFPLS allows you to withdraw money from your 
pension, up to its full value, without needing to use income 
drawdown or buy an annuity. With a UFPLS, 25% will be tax 
free, while the remainder is taxed as income. A series of UFPLS 
withdrawals could be used to provide a tax-efficient income, 
but this route is generally not available on an automatic basis. 

In theory, a lump sum drawn via a UFPLS could be invested 
outside the pension to provide future income. While this 
option may seem superficially attractive, withdrawing a large 
proportion or even the full amount of a pension can have 
substantial drawbacks:

Planning point
If you are considering flexible drawdown you 
should consider taking advice to make sure your 
plan will provide enough income throughout your 
retirement.
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ANNUITIES AND INCOME 
Before the introduction of flexible income withdrawals, the 
most common way of providing an income from a DC pension, 
once cash had been taken, was to use the remaining funds to 
buy an annuity from an insurance company. 

At its simplest, an annuity offers a guaranteed income for life, 
something which income drawdown and fund withdrawals 
do not and cannot provide. The income payment depends on 
many factors, including the available funds, long-term interest 
rates, your age and your health. For many people, particularly 
those with little other income to fall back on in retirement, 
that guarantee is a crucial factor favouring annuity purchase. 
Of late, another factor has been that rising interest rates have 
lifted annuity rates to levels not seen for fifteen years. 

There are two key choices you must make if you choose the 
annuity option:

 ● The form of annuity. Your annuity income could stay at the 
same level for the rest of your life or you could opt for a 
lower starting income that increases each year to protect 
you against the effects of inflation. You could also choose 
for income to be paid to your spouse, partner or anyone else 
you choose, perhaps for a guaranteed period or at a lower 
level than your pension, if you die before them. If you are 
under age 75 when you die, it is tax free.  

 ● The annuity provider. Never automatically buy the annuity 
offered by your current pension provider – the chances are 
that you could do better. There are substantial differences 
in annuity rates offered by the top and bottom companies, 
and they change frequently. You may also qualify for 
an enhanced annuity because of your health or other 
circumstances.  

Remember, an annuity purchase is a decision for life and 
cannot be changed: the price of the lifetime guarantee is a 
near complete lack of flexibility. There is no substitute for 
skilled advice from an expert who can check the whole market 
for you before you make any decision to buy an annuity.

MIX AND MATCH
The income options described earlier, of flexible income 
withdrawals, fund withdrawals and annuity purchase, are by no 
means mutually exclusive. For example, you could:

 ● Use part of your pension fund to give yourself a tax-free 
lump sum and buy an annuity to provide you with a baseline 
guaranteed income.

 ● Place most of the remainder into flexible income drawdown 
to top up your annuity income.

 ● Leave the residual amount of your pension untouched, so 
that it can be used to supply one-off UFPLS lump sums 
when needed.

The value of pensions and the income they produce can fall as 
well as rise. You may get back less than you invested.

Investing in shares should be regarded as a long-term 
investment and should fit in with your overall attitude to risk 
and financial circumstances.

Tax treatment varies according to individual circumstances 
and is subject to change. 

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate tax 
planning, inheritance tax and estate planning. 

Transferring out of a final salary pension scheme is unlikely to 
be in the best interests of most people.

HOW WE CAN HELP

Preparing for your retirement is complicated, with 
many different things to consider. We can help you 
with your pension planning and, in particular, provide 
advice on:

 ● Cash flow analysis.

 ● Choosing between annuity and flexible income 
drawdown.

 ● Helping you tailor your pension income strategy to 
meet your needs.

 ● Where applicable, identifying the appropriate 
provider, investment strategy and income levels for 
flexible income drawdown.

 ● Managing your investments, including the pension 
lump sum, in a tax-efficient way that meets your 
needs.

 ● IHT and estate planning. 

Planning point
Whilst less popular than they used to be, annuities 
provide a way for you to secure an income for the 
rest of your life, without having to manage any 
investments or drawdown arrangements.
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